2018-00331 - Knowledge representation and multi-agent simulation: Experimental cultural knowledge evolution - Post-Doctorant Inria Grenoble Research center

Contract type: Public service fixed-term contract
Level of qualifications required: PhD or equivalent
Fonction: Post-Doctoral Research Visit

About the research centre or Inria department

Grenoble Rhône-Alpes Research Center groups together a few less than 800 people in 35 research teams and 9 research support departments.

Staff is localized on 5 campuses in Grenoble and Lyon, in close collaboration with labs, research and higher education institutions in Grenoble and Lyon, but also with the economic players in these areas.

Present in the fields of software, high-performance computing, Internet of things, image and data, but also simulation in oceanography and biology, it participates at the best level of international scientific achievements and collaborations in both Europe and the rest of the world.

Context

The work will be carried out in the mOeX team common to Inria & LIG. mOeX is dedicated to study knowledge evolution through adaptation. It gather permanent researchers from the Exmo team which has taken an active part these past 15 years in the development of the semantic web and more specifically ontology matching.

This work is part of an ambitious program towards what we call cultural knowledge evolution. Its results may be of experimental or theoretical nature and it may provide practical, e.g., new adaptation operators, or methodological, e.g., better experimental procedures, contributions.

Assignment

Agents hold knowledge, expressed formally, about their environments and the society they live in. This knowledge evolves with agent experiences. We aim at establishing experimentally how this evolution occurs and what are its consequences for knowledge (e.g., agreement, consistency, growth) and for agents (e.g., survival, knowledge increase, efficiency).

In this perspective, we use and adapt techniques developed by Luc Steels and his colleagues for studying the cultural evolution of language [Steels, 2012], i.e., the way language features can be selected or created by agents through constantly attempting to communicate. Instead of focussing on language (the communication vehicle), we consider knowledge (the hidden content of communication). So, we are interested in how agent knowledge, described formally as ontologies and alignments between these ontologies, can evolve as agents try to communicate. This knowledge may be proper to agents (like personal ontologies) or shared (like alignments between ontologies).

This raises questions such as:
- How can agent populations with different knowledge communicate?
- How is their representation influenced by their environment and communication with others?
- How can agents preserve knowledge diversity and is this diversity beneficial?

This can be experimented by simulating this communication activity through language games that can reach successful
communication or failure. In case of failure, agents will perform a repair action in order to improve further communication. In our case, the action may be to adapt the ontology used by the agent or modify their common alignments. The merits of repair strategies in this context are judged by the evolution of the success rate in a population over the number of games played.

We have applied this approach to ontology alignment repair, i.e., the improvement of incorrect alignments [Euzenat, 2014; 2017]. For that purpose, we performed experiments in which agents react to mistakes in alignments. Agents only know about their ontologies and alignments with others and they act in a fully decentralised way. We showed that this cultural repair approach is able to converge towards successful communication through improving the objective correctness of alignments. The obtained results are on par with a baseline of state-of-the-art alignment repair algorithms and agents can start with empty knowledge at first.

This is part of an ambitious program towards what we call cultural knowledge evolution. Many aspects of these experiments may be systematically developed. For instance, we may have agents arbitrate between maintaining alignments or adopting the ontologies of other agents. We may have agents choosing among several repair operators. We may want to change the environment in which agents live so that they have to evolve their ontologies. We may want to have homogeneous populations of agents to encounter other populations.

The main goal of the position is to contribute experimenting with cultural evolution techniques in the context of distributed knowledge representation. In particular, two main lines of actions will be performed by the successful candidate:
- Helping us to develop a cultural knowledge evolution workbench offering facilities for recording, replaying, reproducing and tracking experiments.
- Designing and performing experiments with cultural knowledge evolution. We are in particular interested in studying the creation, evolution and persistence of techniques used by agents for dealing with different representations (like people dealing with different language levels) and the co-evolution or confrontation of different homogeneous populations.

References:


Links:
Exmo web site: http://exmo.inria.fr
Lazy lavender: http://lazylav.gforge.inria.fr
This topic: http://moex.inria.fr/training/2018-PD-ecke.html

Main activities

Skills
- Interaction with other researchers.
- Willingness to tackle new and challenging problems.
- Experimentation skills.
- Programming skills.
- Autonomous researcher.

Benefits package
- Subsidised catering service
- Partially-reimbursed public transport
- Social security
- Paid leave
- Flexible working hours
- Sports facilities

**Remuneration**
*Gross salary: 2650 Euros per month*

**General Information**

- **Theme/Domain**: Data and Knowledge Representation and Processing
  Scientific computing (BAP E)
- **Town/city**: Montbonnot
- **Inria Center**: CRI Grenoble - Rhône-Alpes
- **Starting date**: 11/1/18
- **Duration of contract**: 1 year, 4 months
- **Deadline to apply**: 3/31/18

**Contacts**

- **Inria Team**: MOEX
- **Recruiter**: Euzenat Jerome / jerome.euzenat@inria.fr

**The keys to success**

Post-doctoral researcher in knowledge representation and multi-agent simulation: Experimental cultural knowledge evolution.

**Conditions for application**

**Starting date**: 1st November 2018, duration: 18 months.

Applicants should hold a PhD (defended between 1st September 2016 and 31st July 2018) in Systems and Control or Applied Mathematics.

Applications have to be made on-line on the Inria web site before end of March.

**Defence Security**: This position is likely to be situated in a restricted area (ZRR), as defined in Decree No. 2011-1425 relating to the protection of national scientific and technical potential (PPST). Authorisation to enter an area is granted by the director of the unit, following a favourable Ministerial decision, as defined in the decree of 3 July 2012 relating to the PPST. An unfavourable Ministerial decision in respect of a position situated in a ZRR would result in the cancellation of the appointment.

**Recruitment Policy**: As part of its diversity policy, all Inria positions are accessible to people with disabilities.

**Warning**: you must enter your e-mail address in order to save your application to Inria. Applications must be submitted online on the Inria website. Processing of applications sent from other channels is not guaranteed.